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Abstract
/ i ÕÀ«i> 1 *Ç «ÀiVÌ º iÝÌ }iiÀ>Ì] ÃÌ ivviVÌÛi] «>VÌ]
ÕÌvÕVÌ> 7iL >Li` "Vi> -iÃÀ -ÞÃÌiÃ «ÜiÀ} >Ài] >ÀÌi
>` Ã iÀiÃ >>}iiÌ»  i8"-] Óä£ÎÓä£Ç® vVÕÃi`  Û>ÌÛi >««À>V iÃ
vÀ ÌÜ V>ÃÃiÃ v ÃÌÕ LÃiÀÛ>ÌÃ] >VÕÃÌV >` «ÌV>° /Ü ÌÞ«iÃ v Û>ÌÛi
passive acoustic sensors were developed - one having a single detector with increased
dynamic range and internal processing to reduce communication requirements and the
other having an array ov vour such sensors providing directional capaLilities° /he optical
sensors developed were atriÝ yuorescence sensors] a miniyuo yuorescence sensor]
yow-through cavity aLsorption sensors] and sensors vor monitoring the carLon system°
Ƃdditionally] optical sensors vor chlorophyll-a and dissolved oÝygen were adapted
vor use in wsheries° /he sensors were modiwed to enaLle plug-and-play capaLilities
on the Lasis ov the "pen eospatial onsortium " ® *1  protocol emLedded
in the internal sovtware ov the sensor° /his protocol ensures that measured data are
accompanied Ly metadata descriLing the sensor and its history° /he " -ensor 7eL
naLlement -7 ® and the -ensor "Lservation -ervice -"-® weL server mae data
vrom the e8"- sensors availaLle in real-time to the end-users° /he wnal demonstrations
too place during summer ov Óä£Ç in the ortheast Ƃtlantic] entral Ƃtlantic and the
editerranean° /his manuscript presents the main outcomes ov the proect°

Keywords: "ptical sensor] acoustic sensor] - -] -ensor weL enaLlement] e8"-
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1. Introduction
/wo main sensing techniques were implemented in the uropean 1nion *Ç proect
º eÝt generation] ost- evvective] ompact] ultivunctional 7eL naLled "cean
-ensor -ystems mpowering arine] aritime and isheries anagement»  e8"-]
Óä£Î-Óä£Ç®] reported on here° /he aims ov the e8"- proect were to provide
innovative and practical solutions to some of the challenges of comprehensive
ocean observations such as the need to reduce power requirements, reduce data
communication bandwidth requirements, introduce new frameworks for interoperability
and provide operators and users with improved information.
e8"- developed two types of innovative sensors q based on optical and acoustic
measurement principles, respectively. -ee /able  for an overview. /he optical sensors
were of three types\ atriÝ yuorescence, in situ sensors "£®, low-through cavity
absorption sensors "Ó®, and sensors for monitoring the carbon cycle "3), (Pearlman and
<ielinski Óä£Ç). "ne series of "£ sensors applied the distinct wavelengths combination
for eÝcitation and emission to measure in a atriÝ onwguration. /he second series
were for measurements by two single optical channels using ultraviolet light range
for eÝcitation. /he target parameters included yuorescent dissolved organic matter
( ") peaks, hlorophyll-a, aphthalene, Phenanthrene and luorene. /he "Ó type
yow-through sensors were the semi-automated P- Ƃ and the fully automated
and compact yƂb-vÉÓ, and the yow-through and submersible "- Ƃ,-Ó. /he "3
sensors were different combinations for measuring the carbon system parameters
p "Ó, p and total alkalinity in a yow-through setup.
/wo compact, passive acoustic sensors were developed, Ƃ£ having a single detector
with increased dynamic range and ƂÓ, an array of such sensors providing directional
capabilities (Delory et al. Óä£{). ƂÓ is a series of individual volumetric hydrophones,
enabling real-time measurement of underwater noise and of several soundscape
sources, consisting of an array of { digital hydrophones with thernet interface and
a master unit for data processing. Besides this, an antifouling system was developed
to wt a type of optical sensor, also adaptive to underwater cameras (Delauney et al.
Óä£x). 7ith respect to wsheries management, new, very sturdy, small siâe and verylow cost sensors were developed speciwcally for wshing vessels. /hese are chlorophyll
and oÝygen sensors for installation on wshing nets. /he sensors are dewned as an Ƃ
sensor system ( cosystem Ƃpproach to isheries).
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Table I. Sensors developed in the NeXOS project, with some target platforms.

SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

SENCOR TYPE

Optical

O1 Matrix-fluorescence
O2 Hyperspectral
O3 Carbon

Passive Acoustics

A1 Preprocessed

RECOPESCA/EAF

EAF/Chlorophyll

A2 Real-time

EAF/Oxigen

CROSS CUTTING TECHNOLOGIES
Smart Sensor Interface – OGC PUCK
+ SWE

Bio-fouling prevention

TARGET PLATFORMS
Gliders

Drifters/profilers

Cable
Observatories

Ferries

Trawlers

Nets & Lines

Other leisure

Stand alone

Ƃll developments in e8"- followed these requirements\ igh reliabilityÆ igh
resolution of measurementsÆ ,obustnessÆ ow energy consumptionÆ ,educed siâe and
Ƃffordable cost. /he selected platforms for demonstrating the sensors were gliders,
voluntary observing ships (erryBoÝ), a seayoor cabled observatory, an autonomous
surface vessel (-ailbuoy) and wshing vessels.
n the integration work, the sensors were modiwed to enable plug-and-play capabilities
based on the "pen eospatial onsortium (" ) P1  protocol embedded in the
internal software. /his protocol ensures that measured data are accompanied by
metadata describing the sensor and its history. /he " -ensor 7eb nablement
(-7 ) and the -ensor "bservation -ervice (-"-) web server make data from the
e8"- sensors available in real-time by the end-users.
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1.1 Market and TRL study
Manufacturing of sensors for operational use is governed in part by maturity of the
sensor and its technology. /his is indicated by the technology readiness of the sensors
according to a scale º/echnological readiness level» (/,Æ -adin £n) which assigns
a level of È-Ç for sensors demonstrated in development, n for sensors demonstrated
in prototype operations and  for operational systems. e8"- did an assessment of
/, for its sensors. /he levels ranged from Ó-x at the beginning of developments,
with level Ç-n at the end of the proect. /his means close to market, but still with some
issues to be resolved. /he main focus of the e8"- market study was to assess the
market for optical sensors, passive acoustic sensors and the cosystem Ƃpproach to
isheries ( Ƃ) sensor system. /he value chain of the market was drawn to depict the
distinct activities that add value to science and maritime observation activities. /he
activities on the main branch of the value chain include sensor manufacturing, sensor
developing and integrating into platforms as well as adapting the sensors to the needs
of the observations, operating them, analyâing the collected data and eÝploiting the
results of the observations.
/he main and most promising market segments for marine sensor activities were
identiwed with 3 perspectives of sensor use that actually drive the user requirements
for sensors. /hese perspectives are\ i) research, ii) industry and iii) research and
development. /he growth eÝpectations were eÝamined of the different market
segments beyond the traditional, long-standing markets of urope and orth Ƃmerica,
looking into the developments on a global scale. Main market segments, which make
use of marine sensors include\ ndustrial water qualityÆ ,esearch, "ffshore oil E gasÆ
nvironmental monitoringÆ "cean renewable energy, Port security, Ƃquaculture E
isheries and Deep sea mining.

1.2 Sensor interfacing and sensor web enablement
e8"- recogniâed that helping users with data access and data visualiâation would
stimulate adoption and provide practical benewts to the ocean observation and
industry communities. Ƃt the sensor system level, the -mart lectronic nterface for
Sensors and Instruments (SEISI)- supports both a pull-based data access interface
(i.e. based on the S"S standard) as well as a push-mechanism for delivering data
into observation databases. /o provide these functions, non-SEISI systems needed
to be integrated into the e8"S Sensor 7eb architecture through dedicated Sensor
Bridges. Ƃs part of this, e8"S provided guidance on how to apply Sensor 7eb
technology in oceanography (del ,io et al. Óä£{).
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/he main obective of the SEISI is to have an interface capable of providing a
standard communication interface for non-standard sensors with analogue output and
instruments with analogue or digital output (ig. £). SEISI is a set of standards and
functionalities to enable web-based sharing, discovery, eÝchange and processing of
sensor observations, and operation of sensor systems. e8"S worked to minimiâe
the integration time with different types of observing systems and platforms, and to
maÝimiâe the interoperability with upper communication layers. Internet ptotocols
were used for propagating data to the user’s Sensor Web Level, by SWE standards.
SensorML wles with instrument metadata were installed in the instruments, to secure
the correct disseminaton of data and track-record the applications.
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Fig. 1. Smart Electronic Interface
for Sensors and Instruments (SEISI).
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/he SEISI reads the SensorML, a sensor metadata, from P1  payloads in instruments,
actuators, or platforms to automatically conwgure the onboard services (enableÉ
disable SEISI input interface, or enableÉdisable output interface Ethernet, ,SÓ3Ó). /his
was illustrated using a erryBoÝ scenario. In e8"S, all sensors had a P1  interface.

2. Validation and demonstration
6alidation or veriwcation was performed to document functionality, operability and data
quality of a sensor on a speciwc platform. /he sensor systems were then functionally
demonstrated at sea under real oceanic conditions, over periods of several weeks. /he
wnal demonstrations took place during the summer of Óä£Ç in areas of the ortheast
Ƃtlantic, the entral Ƃtlantic and the Mediterranean. Each mission was given a Mission
ID (/able II). /he acoustic sensors were demonstrated on an underwater glider, on a
wave glider, an underwater observatory and on a beacon. /he optical sensors were
demonstrated on a glider, a yoat, a buoy and in a erryBoÝ system. /he EƂ sensors
were installed on wshing gear belonging to wshing vessels in orway, rance and Italy,
respectively. Ƃn important part of the demonstrations was to document data yowing
continuously from the sensors to the internet data viewer, and including the wÝed sensor
metadata provided in the embedded SensorML wles. /he functionality of the S"S server
and the real-time data viewer was also demonstrated (ig. Ó). ere, multiple data time
series and prowles can be selected. /his service also includes a map tracing facility, and
a data wle download option.
Table II. The Platform/sensor pairing in NeXOS, according to the demonstration plan.

MATRIX OF PLATFORMS AND SENSORS
SENSOR

PLATFORM NAME PLATFORM OWNER TYPE OF PLATFORM SENSOR TO VALIDATE TARGET DEMO MISSION
Stand Alone
ESTOC TB
PLOCAN
A1
Can4
A1.4
Mooring
A1.1 / O1.4
Wave Glider
PLOCAN
Surface Glider
A1 / O1 matrixFlu UV
Can1 / Can2
A1.3
Provor
NKE
Profiler
A1
Can3
A1.2 / O1- Mini
Sea Explorer
ALSEAMAR
Glider
A1 / O1 MiniFluo
Nor2 / Nor1
O3.2
Sail Buoy
CMR
Surface Vessel
O3 Cbon2-sv
Nor3
O3 CBon2-fb /
O3.1 / O3.4
Ferrybox
HZG/NIVA
Vessel
∫ Nor5
O3-Cbon3-fb
O2 HyABS /
O2.1 / O1.2 / O1.3
Ferrybox
HZG
Vessel
∫ Nor4
O1 matrixFlu VIS/UV
EAF.3 / EAF.5
Fishing Vessel
REC
Vessel
EAF-3 DO / EAF-5 Fluo
Nor6
EAF.4 / EAF.6
Fos/Foos Vessel
CNR
Vessel
EAF-4 DO / EAF-6 Fluo
Med3
A2.1
Obsea
UPC
Cabled Observatory
A2
Med2
A1.e
Beacon
CNR
Moored buoy
A1
Med1
Biofouling
T3.2IFREMER
Basin/pool
Antifouling system
N/A
test station
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/he e8"S proect successfully provided n new cost-effective sensor systems and
products like an open-source SWE framework, a SML Editor, an Internet viewer and
S"S services. /his enables an open, end-to-end interoperability framework, with data
yow from sensor to services and users. /he wrmware code for embedded processing
(acoustics) is open-source, also like the code for plug and play between sensors and
platforms. /he outcomes should become benewcial to many users and earth observing
ommunities, from EMS" to ""SÉEuro""S and the E"SS.

Fig. 2. Example of a data presentation from the SWE user front end viewer
developed by 52oN. In this case, data from the ESTOC buoy by Plocan: sea
temperature (blue dots), salinity (green dots) and sound level (orange dots).
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